Abstract: Problem statement: Image encryption needs to be secure by resisting statistical attacks and other types of attacks. Approach: The new algorithm, call it the Shuffle Encryption Algorithm (SEA), applies nonlinear s-box byte substitution. Then, it performed a shuffling operation partially dependent on the input data and uses the given key. Results: SEA was implemented and tested with different data, mainly consisting of images. Results confirmed its security, shown through statistical analysis using histograms, correlation and covariance. Conclusion: New algorithm was suited for encrypting images and other types of data.
INTRODUCTION
The study of cryptography has become increasingly important, as progressively more information is stored and transmitted in electronic form. This led to the creation of many encryption algorithms and standards. One of the most popular standards today is the Advanced Encryption Standard (AES), also known as Rijndael. This standard is the cipher of choice for many official and commercial organizations around the world and it is used in encrypting many forms of electronic data.
A detailed explanation of the design of AES is available [5] . The AES uses byte substitution using a table called an s-box. More s-box construction methods were developed later [1, 4] . AES may also be implemented efficiently on smart cards [9] . Some studies were made on image encryption using AES [2, 7] and using matrix transformation [10, 11] . The security of AES was demonstrated by its resistance to attacks when it was applied with ten or more rounds using a key of at least 128 bits [3, 8, [12] [13] [14] . Other encryption algorithms based on AES were also developed [6, 12, 13] . A new encryption algorithm is presented. The new algorithm, called the Shuffle Encryption Algorithm (SEA), uses a nonlinear byte-substitution step using an s-box and a shuffle operation. This new algorithm is reasonably secure, as shown by the implementation results.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
The new SEA algorithm starts with nonlinear byte substitution using a lookup table (s-box) and then it performs linear shuffling of the result. These two steps are performed for k rounds, where the key consists of k numbers, k≥1. The shuffling step is both key dependent and data dependent.
Let the bytes of an (n×m)-byte image be numbered left to right, row by row, starting with number (j = 1) for the first byte of the first row and ending with number (j = nm) for the last byte of the last row. The encryption algorithm using SEA is as follows: This algorithm takes an image (or another data item) and a key consisting of k numbers as input and it works as follows. First, an s-box substitution table is constructed to perform two transformations: multiplicative inverse and affine transformation. The algorithm takes k rounds, where k≥1. Each round takes one number from the key to specify the bit location (fixBit) in each byte, where 0≤fixBit≤7. Then, a shuffle vector is constructed by listing the numbers of bytes with the value of bit number fixBit equal to zero, followed by the numbers of bytes with the value of bit number fixBit equal to one. This vector gives a mapping that specifies the new location of each byte in the image. Finally, a different byte substitution is performed using the s-box table.
Each round, after the first, uses a different fixBit and applies the same steps to the image that resulted from the preceding round. Note that the value of fixBit can be represented by three bits, which makes the length of the key 3k bits.
Encryption using SEA is applied in this simple example. Let the binary representation of the input be: 11110101 00101101 10100011 10001100 with key = (3, 5) . This key consists of two numbers, so two iterations should be applied. In the first iteration, fixBit = 3 and this bit is underlined in the input above. Based on the values of this fixBit, S0 = (1, 3) and S1 = (2, 4), which make the shuffle vector (1, 3, 2, 4). Then, the input after the shuffle substitution will be 11110101 10100011 00101101 10001100. After that, the s-box substitution is applied, where each of these byte values is replaced with its lookup value in the sbox. For this example, suppose the result is 11100110 00001010 11011000 01100100. This result is used by the second iteration, where fixBit = 5 and these bits are underlined. Now, S0 = (2, 3) and S1 = (1, 4) , which make the shuffle vector (2, 3, 1, 4) and its result is 00001010 11011000 11100110 01100100. Finally, sbox substitution gives the result 011000111 011000001 10001110 0100001.
The decryption algorithm is similar to the encryption algorithm, but with replacing the shuffle operation with its inverse and using the inverse s-box substitution at the beginning of the iteration. This decryption restores the original image without loss of quality. The decryption algorithm is described: 
RESULTS

SEA
was implemented with MATLAB programming language since it is known for its readability and strength in the manipulation of matrices and images. The implementation was done on a personal computer with a 2.2 GHz Core2Duo processor and one-gigabyte main memory, running with the Windows XP operating system. SEA was applied to 100 colored images of various types, with sizes ranging from three to 400 kilobytes.
The histograms of encrypted images appeared uniform and different from the histograms of the original images. Consider the sample picture (Zaid) shown in Fig. 1 and its histogram in Fig. 2 . As shown in Fig. 3 and 4 , the histogram of the encoded image gives no indication that may help a statistical attack, even after a single iteration of the algorithm. Let X be the linear form of an image. Let E(y) be the expected value for variable y. Then, the covariance matrix for an image is computed using the following equation:
For example, the covariance matrices of the sample original image and its encoded image (after 10 iterations) are plotted in Fig. 5 and 6 , respectively. When the matrices of Fig. 5 and 6 were compared, there was no resemblance between them, which makes a statistical attack very difficult.
The correlation, r, between two images, stored in matrices A and B, is computed as follows, where, A and B are mean values for matrices A and B, respectively: The correlation between the sample original image and the encrypted image was -5.98×10 −4 after one iteration and 2.15×10 −4 after ten iterations of the encryption algorithm. This shows there is little resemblance between the original image and the encrypted image, even with a single iteration. In addition, the encryption was sensitive to the fixBit. For the selected sample image, the correlation between the images encrypted with one iteration using fixBit = 6 and fixBit = 7 was -12×10 −4 . The correlation values computed for other images gave similar results.
DISCUSSION
The security of SEA comes from the shuffle operation and the nonlinear s-box byte substitution. If one or more bits in the key are changed, a different shuffle bit is chosen and the substitution is changed. There are k×2 b different possible shuffle vectors for an input of size b bytes encrypted in k iterations. In addition, there are 2,048 different s-boxes of size 16×16 with 8 bits for each entry. This makes the total number of byte permutations at least 2 b+11 . Consequently, for an input item of one or more kilobytes, a brute-force attack is impossible.
When the same key was used for encrypting different images using SEA, it generated different shuffle vectors based on the values of selected bits in the new image, which resulted in producing different encrypted images. When different keys were used with the same image, they produced different encrypted images. In addition, analysis using histograms, covariance and correlation show properties of SEA that strongly resist statistical attacks.
The security properties demonstrated by the above analysis imply the algorithm's security in general. However, other types of attacks, not related to statistical or brute-force attacks, are possible. The SEA algorithm may be combined with an algorithm that changes the contents of the cache by not allowing any data items to remain in the cache for too long. Such algorithms succeeded in preventing cache timing attacks on AES and other algorithms, and therefore they can help SEA. Other types of attacks on SEA may also be studied in future research.
CONCLUSION
A new encryption algorithm was presented. The algorithm, SEA, uses the s-box non-linear byte substitution used by other cipher algorithms, such as AES. Then, it applies a linear byte-shuffling operation. Statistical analysis using histograms, correlation and covariance showed SEA is not vulnerable to statistical attacks. In addition, the huge number of possible keys makes a brute-force attack on SEA impossible.
